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Mendes was met by Brian B. Dunne, Davis, Frank Owen and Jack Garrett.
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by killed one another in fighting for
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series of toasts, Count Mendes wax-- i his formal letter of acceptance, Sep publish a statement over his own siging eloquent as he spoke of the judi-- j tember 26, 1892, M r. Cleveland empha-ciar- nature. Governor McDonald's troubles
At the same time the invaders are the plains beyond the city. The Serbs
which he called the "safeguard sized the need of "tariff reform" and are his own and not the New Mexi- carrying out a wide, sweeping move- inflicted another defeat on the Turkuciwccn
of tne nations-- .
tie loonea ai. juagei uauc n.
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Ihe Bulgarian column, cooper iting trontier. FUteen quick nrinrj caanon,
Ive offlcers or Orozcos stall
the Servian army in the western 4,000 rifles and a mass of ammunition
bers of the party.
was any purpose on the part of Presi- tured in Texas and held by soldiers, part of the peninsula has occupied Is- - were abandoned by the Turkish
.
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us capture 01 ish army, after abandoning Uskup renews of this action reached here.
sat at one end of the table, with Colo-- nlexlcojsteaay neaaway.
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COUNT.CANDIDO MENDES.de ALMEIDA.
It has, however, been found neces-- ; Major Aslarte and Colonel de la I'entepigedia 1" considered of the ut- - treated toward Veles, the men thrownel Collier at the other.
The luncheon proved a great sue- sary to enlarge the police powers of .Fuente- are the only ones wh.) can be most nnPrtance Ior wlt" fcntepige- ing away their rifles in their flight.
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hands the Whole COUlltry Hundreds of
the motor trip having whetted the regular army patrolling the hnr.!fnnJ and they will be held under dia
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applies
only
passed the advance of the Greek army and
neutrality
STATEMENT OF COUNT MENDES.
In a brief speech recalling the mere arrest of armed rebelB crossing at the session of congress under "de-th"The main object of our trip through the United Stated is to study
X
London, Oct. 28. The Greeks, who
to Junina,
line to escape pursuit, but also to tention" rather than "interned" which the way is also leftin open
glories of Santa Fe, Der. Hewett welhave been left out of some calcula
X this vast country, its resources, characteristics and its needs, and to
western
Turkish
base
th3
far
tb:
comed warmly and eloquently the visi- their detention. Serious embarrass-- ! might be regarded as a recognition
X stimulate trade with Brazil. - We are not traveling in any official
tions in regard to the future, now put
mem to tne omcers cnargea with the of the belligerency of the rebels. region.
tors to Santa Fe.
X capacity except in the sense that we are commissioned by the BrazilGreek p,af ls cleariVi to effect forward a claim that the portion ot
The
X ian government to conduct this investigation.
Prolonged and enthusiastic applause execution of the neutrality laws has .There will be close cooperation here- - a jmtion of all Grees. armie.4 a;id! Turkey in which the Greek crown
It was renewed as the followed the discharge by state judi-- , after between the United States
followed.
"I have no words to express the pleasure we have derived from a
X
on Salonski.
prince's army is operating must fall
X visit to the ancient city of Santa Fe, which is not only the capital of
towering framo of Count Mendes was cial omcers under habeas corpus ofty marshal and secret service mo
statement
The Montenegrins, hampered
by; to them. In a
seen to rise from his chair. Count fugitives held by the army and offl-- ! and the regular army in making
X your vast empire, but is also the seat of the archbishopric; a city
and the stubborn resistance of the Greeks point out that the country
a
lands finds
Mendes spoke excellent English and cials of the department of justice and rests, which is expected to result in ihe Turks are still hammering away mentioned and that the north has a
X where the visitor from
hospitality as warm
X as the sunshine for which all New Mexico is famed."
this difficulty is to he met by guard- - a more- wholesome regaid for the neu-ja- t
Tarakosch and Scutari.
X
j
(Continued on page five).
Ing these refugees as military pria-- trality law.
Belgrade, Oct. 28. The Turks evac- (Continued on Page Four.)
Rio de Janeiro, city of culture,
wealth and unsurpassed beauty, sent a
party of most distinguished residents!
to Santa Fe yesterday to make the fif-- j
teenth stop on a transcontinental tour
which may result in untold commer- benefits to the United States of
America and the United States of Bra- -
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WORST STOMACH

BY NAN O'NIEL

PINTS AND QUARTS

PRESBYTERIAN TEA.

-

Sounds as though Presbyterian tea
...
was an entirely ainereiiii uiauu num.
used
by the common run of
other
any

SCHRAM FRUIT JARS

j-- j

1

1

it? But it wasn't. It
nr,r,ip
was probably Orange Pekoe or English Breakfast and Green Tea or one
of the other mixtures that we all use.
The only extraordinary thing about it
was that it was extraordinarily good
tpii. Whether mat was aue xo the
brewer don't look so surprised, one
alwnvs brews tea, you know as 1
said, whether it was due to the brew
er, the gracious ladies that served the
steaming cups, or to the popular home
rtnpKti't

EXTRA CAPS.

GROCERY CD

TROUBLE

Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS

receive more attention iu the future.
The work of the manual training
and domestic science department for
this 'ear la beginning to show up
with some fine finished products of
Cin tha
llflllrii wnrlr.
orirla eirifi arp
glasses of jelly and cans of fruit and
preserves that would surely tempt the
most exacting epicure, and in another
closet hang garments and pieces of
sewing from the hands of the girls. On
the boys side are visions of sleds,
tables, mantels, pin traps ai:d foot- stools.
ORATORICAL

CONTEST.

The oratorical contest at the high
school last night proved interesting
and well worth attending both to the
parents of the young orators and to
their friends. The preliminary con- teBt took place Thursday afternoon
four of the ten contestants
being
counted out for the final hearing. The
judges found great difficulty in grading and awarding the prizes between
the remaining six seniors for their
orations all showed excellent preparation and good delivery.
The judges on delivery were Mrs.
Lorin C. Collins, Hon. J. Wight Gid-- ;
dings and Judge Clarence Roberts
Those who judged the composition of
the orations were Mrs. J. W. Mayes,
Mrs. "R. F. Asplund and Miss Betty
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"YOU CANT BEAT THE COLES"

E NDED
The.Original and Only Absolutely

WE HAVE THE

in

MONDAY, OCTOBER

Cfl

The Little Store

ii.ii

i.i

Heater on the Alarket.

Air-Tig-

THE LOGICALSTOVE FOR THE HOME.

Pape's Diapepsin Gives In.
stant Relief and The

A

Relief Lasts

Money andFuel Saver

,

Holds Fire for 36 Hours

Every year regularly more than a
million stomach sufferers in the Unit-

Without Attention. Now
is the time to call and

ed States, England and Canada take
Pape's Diapepsin, and realize not only
immediate, but lasting relief.
This harmless preparation will digest anything you eat and overcome a
stomach
sour, gassy or
five minutes afterwards.
If your meals don't fit comfortably,
or what you eit lies like a lump of
lead in your sto.nach, or if you have
heartburn, that is a sign of indigestion.
Get from yoi'r pharmacist a fifty-cen- t
case of Tape's Diapepsin ana
take a dose Jjsl as soon as you can.
There will be r.o sour risings, no
belching of undigested food mixed
with acid, no stomach gas or heartburn, fullness, or ",:cavy feeling in the
stomach, nausea, debilitating head- aches, dizziness or intestinal griping.
This will all go, and, besides, there
will be nor sour food left over in the
stomach to potion your breath with
nauseous odors.
Pape's Diapepsin Is a certain cure
for
stomachs, because It
takes hold of your food and digests it
just the same as if your stomach
wasn't there.
Relief in five minutes from all
stomach misery is waiting for you at
any drug store.
These large fift"-cen- t
cases contain
more than su Sclent to thoroughly
cure almost any case of dyspepsia, indigestion or any other stomach

Selection
MjKe
while our stock is complete in a sizes. We
will take pleasure in

lout

1

Demonstrating to you
the advantagsstobehad
in Purchasing a Coles.

ifef
--

.k.3ij,'

BUY A COLES HEATER

fliu convivial crowd that were there'
AND YOU'LL BE GLAD
FOR HARD COAL
FOR SOFT COAL
drinking tea together, I don't know.
Mica doura are extra large fitted In reColes original down draft. This Is the
But 1 do know that the Presbyterian
stove for the home, the office and all
cessed grooves, perfect lit.
tea was a huge success.
public places. It requires little or no
For those who enjoy the Glowing buy
attention and Is known to be th most
It was given at the McFie home
the
"Radiant"
and economical of an stoves.
servicttble
Thursday afternoon ,by the ladies of
the Presbyterian church.
WOOD -- DAVIS HARDWARE COMPANY.
The hours were from three until six
and a stream of people came and went
Phone 14. If Its Hardware We Have It. Phone 14.
through the hospitable McFie portals
during that time. The large rooms
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
were beautifully decorated with chrysanthemums in the i h autumn colAll kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages ors.
ALFALFA SEED.
Judge and Mrs. McFie welcomed Massie.
The gold medal was awarded to
the many guests and by their corAnna
Dorman who spoke on "The!
home
at
feel
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
diality made everyone
Growth of the English Language;'
immediately.
Tea was served in the dining room. while the silver medal went to DoroThe tea table was dainty and beauti- thy Hayward, whose subject was "Tha
u,u
l"c
Phone Black ful in its appointments. A handsome """"'J
Phone Black
well and fully deserved
exceptionally
was
cloth
table
spread
drawnwork
45
will be well
over a yellow cover, the yellow back their honors. in Santa Fe
oratorical
state
the
represented
ground being repeated in the large contest and we all believe that Anna
bowl of yellow chrysanthemums on
Dorman will take the first place for
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
the center of the table. Mrs. I. B. Santa Fe in the
coming state contest.
Hanna and Mrs. Charles Bishop preThe auditorium in which the con
ODS, Electricity plays a most imposided at either end of the table be- test
took place last night, was pret- LED BY DOG TO
rtant part. The grandfather would
hind the tea urns. Of course other
tily decorated in honor of the senWOUNDED HUSBAND.
good things besides tea was served, iors. Miss Bishop had charge of tha
be amazed at the radiance of the modc a,.u mugic ftnd th(J
SUCH as aencious nome-iimu- e
Chelsea, Mi'il., Oct. 28. Mrs. Fred
gchool voices
h,gh
ern homeand why all this light? To
coffee. Tea always seems to Include showed that they
had been well .Chase, was aitractea by the peculiar
these complimentary "eats."
trained In the two selections which actions of tho family dos, which ha-make the home more homelike to make
During the afternoon Mrs. Addison were rendered.
accompanied her huubftul rn a huntHall read palms and both men and
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
JUNIOR BANQUET.
ing trip neat' their farm home nar
women stood in line in their anxiety
There is nothing that shows a tet- here. She ftV lowed the animal which
for father, mother and children. Good light
to have their future revealed. Did 1 ter spirit of good comradeship and led her into he woody whero she
Domestic Lump
Fancy Egg
Fancy Lump
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
forget to say that there were men good sense than in laying aside the found her husband lying
a
present too? If I remember correctly rivalry that exists between Juniors fende seriously wounded, his gun havdesired.
there were two ministers and Judge and Seniors or Sophomores and ing been accidentally discharged as
As to the other Freshmen, and treating
the other he was climbing over the fence. The
McFie present.
That bullet entered just above the ri;hc
fortunes, Mrs. Hal is a very skilled class as the best of friends.
Phone One Double O J.
and conscientious reader and the read- was what the juniors did last night lung and cane outu at the shoulder.
contest when
ings were really worth a lot more than after the oratorical
the piece of silver with which one was they gave a banquet in honor of the
WILD WEST PLAY KILLS.
told to cross her hand. Mrs. Hall seniors who had just gone through
Chester, Pa., Oct. 28. Isaac, 4
conof
a
the
ordeal
speech making
has studied palmistry as a science and
year old son of Mrs. Lottie Wolfort,
in the test.
finds the character written
died at the Chester hospital as the
The juniors were too modest to write result of
hand a real expose of the personality
being shot in the head by
Is being up their own banquet, but fortunately Harvey Wilson, 7
of
whose
the
person
palm
years old, who, it
PHONE 85 MAIN.
read. Of course her talents were in Prof. Wagner saw that the story is alleged, pointed a rifle at his comIS QUITE SO CONVEN
It is one panion while playing "wild west."
constant demand all afternoon, for we reached the Society page.
SKMPSSBaftE
are all anxious to know what change of the nicest parties that I have heard
IENT as to touch the button and
ot In connection with the high school
will bring, aren't we?
'
FACTORY WOOD tomorrow
SWASTIKA LUMP
have special .Mamma
lONNOOPIATES I
A splendid musical program, varied and certainly should
your stove is ready to cook your
says
mention.
WOOD
SAWED
with readings, was carried out during
CERRILLOS LUMP
iron ready to use, your toasted
Its safe for,
Since Consuleo Bergere and Helen
the afternoon. Mrs. E. C. Abbott gave
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
a delightful reading, and surprised Winter are the only girls in the juniot
Children
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
her friends with her cleverness and class the preparation of the banquet
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
Mrs. Evelyn fell upon them, and they deserve the
ability along that line.
the
delicious
that
for
repast
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heatD. Castle gave the next number on the praise
in
science
the
domestic
rooms. Electricity will do every thing
prepared
they
ed
Slave
Teresa
program, "The
Song" by
del Riego. Mrs. Castle has a very rooms. The boys helped all they could
for
you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
lasweet and pleasing voice and the se- of course, and made the physics
flowers
and
with
attractive
day aad n'ght' Estimates and full inforwas well rendered. Mrs. E. boratory
STAGE LINE lection
WOODY
S
out the junior and
vines,
carrying
mation cheeer fully given.
P. Coard played her accompaniment.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
senior colors. The electric lights wore
Mrs.
followed
number
this
Sargent
From
shaded red and green and
La Salle Restaurant
with a piano solo, "The Earl King." softly a subdued radiance
upon the
spread
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Mrs. Sargent's marked ability as a two
tables of merry boys and
long
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Meets Both North South pianiste has long been established in girls below. The red and green class
Santa Fe and her solos are always colors were carried out in flowers
Bounds Trains.
Telephone II.
thoroughly
enjoyed. The last num- which decorated the center of each
of
arrival
on
Leaves
Barranca
the
Two Doorg Below F. Andrews Store,
of the program was a reading by table.
ber
the north bound train and arrives al
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Paul A. Hall from the inimitable Mark
were twenty-fivThere
dainty
Taos at 7 p. m.
Rooms for Bent 2Gc and 60c
Twain.
Mr. Hall gave the famous place cards to designate the plates for
Ten miles shorter than any other scene where Tom
Short Orders at All Hours.
Sawyer makes the the six members of the faculty, Hon.
Hacks and good
way. Good cover-ef- t
For sale by all druggists
other boys pay him for the privilege Jose D. Sena, the president of the
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams of
g
board of education, the ten seniors
the
fence.
EveryFrench Noodle Order 10c, a dim,
In
furnished commercial men to take
Maw York Chop Susy 6O0. the surrounding towns. Wire Knbude one enjoyed the Mark Twain humor in and eight juniors.
When the last course of the banthe manner in which it was given by
Mr. Hall from little Ben Arthur Castle quet had been served, Professor Lou- Rooms With Bath,
$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day
to the oldest man present. Mr. Hall gee rose and greeted the seniors as
for the evening.
has great talent as a reader and car- the toast master
ries his audience with him in his ap Short Informal replys were made by
preciation of humor and pathos. He the members of the faculty, and the
has given public readings for years in juniors and a very fitting speech of
thanks from the seniors to the juniors
Washington city and Santa Fe is now for
the happy banquet.
considering herself fortunate in havAll of this sounds like real nigh
ing Mr. Hall here.
school spirit and as live a high school
Denver Hotel.
This is something new for
PDOM QAMTA PP ToElPaso, Bisbee, Douglass and
as one could find anywhere, doesn t Have You
rlVUiH All I A TC all points in New Mexico, Ariwell
it? It is an
HICH SCHOOL NOTES.
school,
rooms
$2.50 and $3.00
zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via! NEW MEXICO
equipped as to faculty and modern in
(Contributed by the Juniors.)
moderate priced rooms
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
It has been rumored that since all its conveniences and buildings.
day. Try one of
Bernard has gotten his new car, his Which is just another proof of how
you will be pleased. New
percentage on his grades has been much Santa Fe is improvingtenand has
been improving these last
years.
bath..
To Be Right
failing rapidly.
Proof Annex, every room
Must Be
1: was not so long ago as that even
The students received their reports when the senior class had only one
We
Have
and
Fresh,
last week and on the whole they were member and that poor girl was gradua
Is Up to You !
fairly good, which shows that the ted in the old, decrepit army hospital
teachers are up to the required stand- building.
There were no oratorical
ard and that the students are learning contests at that time, no junior ban- You Have
Always
something worth while.
quets, no modern building, no play
Karl, where are those pants you were ground apparatus, and not very many Kicked About the
s
Now a graduate of this
teachers.
wearing last week? Was the
hard on them?
high school may enter any college
We know it, and we
requirements and
Some of the Seniors - seemed to!wlth ful1 entran
are ready for the
S C. BUFF GRPIN6T0US
as
may l!
preparation
have received inspirations for their
coffee expert, the coi- - .
in
school.
any
city
orations
out
while
auto riding. No
For Rates and Full Information Address
A Number of
fee critic, and if we
GNAGEY
CO.,
wonderthey were so strung out.
cannot
Cockerels
you,
please
Thoroughbred
Q. F. & P. AGENT,
Dealers in All Kinds of
Eugene Harvey S. F. H. S., 1912,
For sale at
why then we will -EL PASO, TEXAS.
has returned home after a several
say we do not un-- 1
$1.50
$3.00
ELECTRIC SUPPLIES AND WORK
months vacation on the Pecos river.
derstand our busiROOSTERS ONE YEAR OLD
Matching presidential pins has been
ness. We have the
a favorite pastime in the high school
We guarantee all our work to be
exclusive agency for
$3.00 $5.00
for the past week.
first class and according to underwrit
Celebrated
the
Owing to the fact that both basket
ers' rules. .We give repair work as
A. Wheelon
our prompt attenFOR RHODES at The Novelty Shop, balls have been punctured, practice
SMITH COFFEE COS well asWenew work
F.
PHONE 204 J
has been discontinued.
tion.
carry no old stock. .EveryHIGH GRADE FRESH ROAST,
For Fruit Ladders, Step Ladthing new. Our prices, we assure you,
Miss Griggla, in the art department,
are the best that your city ever exand Miss Bishop in the music departders, Common Ladders, Iron
Secare
for SW
safe
We
perienced. Just a few of your business try Xo.
ment, have been doing good work in
dry
Harding Tables, Upholstering,
men for reference: Wood-Davi- s
areabso-lutel- y
13 N., Eange 9 E.
their respective departments. Each
tion
14,
Township
in
l,
saying
ware Co., Modern Grocery Co., H.
Furniture Repairing and all
"All Goids
has had the students of the high
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
Right Prices
to
W. D. Arrighl.
.
Kinds of Repair Work.
school busy preparing work for the
of Intention to make final five year
be had.
Teachers' association which meets in
15 THE MOTTO OF
Office Pa lace and Cathedral Place. proof, to establish claim to the land
104Galisteo Street-Telephonabove described, before H. C. Kinsell,
No-the
1
second
week
in
157 W. :: SANTA FE, N. JW Albuquerque
P. O. Box 308.
at Stanley, N. M., on the 22d day of
vember.
1
All work guaranteed first class.
November, 1912.
Superintendent Wagner has taken
as witnesses:
Claimant names
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
up the work of improving the writing
Headquarters for FRESH OYSN. M.;
and spelling of the pupils of the Santa
TERS, and when we say their Denartment of the Interior. II .S. Estevan Encinas, of Gallsteo,
Fa schools. Not only in the grades,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Oct Julio Montoya, of Gallsteo, N. M.; AnFRESH we mean it I
tonio Villanueva, Gallsteo, N. M.; Josa
but also in the high school it is hoped
10, 1912.
SQUARE DEAL TO ALL
Work for the New Mexican. It U that Improvement may be seen before
Notice Is hereby given that Pino Villanueva, of Gallsteo, N. M.
THE MODERN GROCERY CO.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
working for you, for Santa Fe and the close of the full term. Neatness is
Villanueva, of Gallsteo, N. M., who onRegiBter.
also a virtue in school work that will
Francisco
the sew state.
309
The Store With a Conscience.;
Sept. 21st, 1907, made Homestead En-
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CLOSE RACE IN
MINNESOTA

YOU WILL NEVER

(By Gibson Gardner.)
St. Paul, Minn., Oct. 2S. My per-- '
sonal guess is that Minnesota gjua
for Roosevelt.
Anyway, it's either Roosevelt or
Will-yuWilson.
has no show.

FULLY APPRECIATE THE EXCEPTIONAL VALIE OF A

Capital Tailor Suit or Overcoat
Until you ccinpare them with those of a

I
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

ready-mad-

In

e

am fully justified in claiming the Garments I turn out
1

the common

of

Person-

choice of fabrics.

ally selected cloths means
individuality for you. The
models are the perfection of
the best fashion ideas of the
season.

at once

Next to First Nat. Bank

East Side of Plaza,
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q

A TLANTA

Can

Them

one-thir-

'
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-

Them

XyyJ

Out

CAt

and state every presidential year into the

buzz-saw-

d

$25.00
The Capital Tailor
-

m

In this typically agricultural county, revelling in big crops and high
prices, the tarmers are mostly a lot of
who have been told and
square-heads- ,
who believe that President Taft is the
fellow who put the "P" in prosperity
and the "C" in confidence, and that
any farmer voting against this administration need hope for nothing in fu
buzz-sature but droughts ana trosts. .now, every darned one of those
know just one
to
wanted
tenders
to
Is
to
do
you see, all you've got
vote from1 thing: "Who are you for president?"
subtract the square-heato bat: "Roose-- j
the Roosevelt vote and the result is Then llalbert had
Home
Johnson."
and
veil
Ring!
the Wilson majority! Simple!
On the contrary, If you want to have run! "You're all right. You get this
it that way, just hitch your buggy to whole mill and we'll gather in u few of
that fresh breeze of progressive con-- j the neighbors."
Then there's another way to figuye
fidence, Hugh llalbert, and you will be
The total vote of
wafted into a perfect elysium of Minnesota thus:
RooEevelt landslides, llalbert Is run- - the state, when you have subtracted
etc., is
ning for congress and acting as chair-- ! the socialists, prohibitionists,
man of the state committee, and, be-- j aDDroximately 270,(loo. The normal
of this, or
democratic vote is
lieve us, he is one busy person.
ISO.
as the
000
10.000.
leaves
That
,
noon-We went along on one of his
normal republican vote I'nder or- day handshaking excursions over past
the car barns in the box factory dis- - dinary circumstances this delivers the

will let you be the judge

Come in

blood-tainte- d

I

'
of industry. republican column.
Rut. they had nothing
on llalbert.
This year", however, this 180,001)
With a package of lithographs in one vote is to be divided between Roosehand and a smiling handshake in the velt and Taft. If it. were evenly dividt'or- - ed each of the three candidates would
other Herbert cleaned up forty-sieign-borvotes In thirteen minutes got 00,000. That would make it a very
Roosevelt is admit- and didn't forget to inquire about, the close race.
1'red
Poor
Stevens!
that.
at
Taft. Suppose that
than
Ilia;
stronger
baby,
tedly
finish is apparent.
strength is in the proportion of 11 to
But here's the point and it would G. (The polls indicate Taft weaker
have convinced Old John Nelson
than that.) Give Wilson 10,000 mote

thus:

Will You Investigate?
I

1

You

No truth is more forcibly manifested in physical life than the old
saying "like begets like;" for just as the offspring of healthy ancestry nro
blessed with pure, rich blood insuring good health, so the children of
parentage inherit a polluted circulation which fosters a chain of
scrofulous troubles. The usual sign of a scrofulous inheritance are swollen
glands about the neck, weak eyes, pale, waxy complexions, sores and ulcers
and general poor health. These symptoms are most often manifested in
early life, though sometimes maturity is reached
before the trouble breaks out. Treatment should
be commenced at the first indication of Scrofula for
it may get beyond control if allowed to run unchecked. S. S. S. is the very best treatment for
Scrofula. It renovates the circulation and drives
out all scrofulous matter and deposits. S. S. S.
goes to the bottom of the trouble and removes the
cause and cures the disease. Then it supplies the
weak, blood with healthful properties. S. S. S. is
made enlirelv of roots. herbs nntl li.nr1.--s
ntirl is an
absolutely safe remedy for young or old. Book on the blood and medical

am opposing my judgment to some
very competent guessers. For exam- pie, there Is Frank Day, who used to
cam-- 1
run Governor John Johnson's
paigns. Day is willing and anxious to
mortgage his home and fireside that
Wilson cleans up the state.
And then there is Old John Nelson,
of Rock county, a friend of Day's, who
never lost an election bet and who advice free.
knows every man, woman, child and
yellow dog in his county. John
claims that Wilson will carry the
trict. Buzz went the
state, but Rock Island will go for Taft.
wheels
This startling statement is explained whirr went the

clothing store.

entirely out

guessing that Roosevelt wins

THREt

In Every Walk of Life!
On

the Street, Theatres, Parties or Balls

WE'LL DROP

-

A HINT

and every face wears a smile of contentment

n

!

By the Way!
OUR MEN'S
$3.50. $4

$5 SHOES

AND

AND OUR WOMEN'S

-

-

!

By saying that in the families where our Shoes
are worn there's never a shoe trouble known

than the normal democratic vote and
the figures would lie thus: Roosevelt, N
11.0,000; Wilson, loii.nuO; Taft, 60,000.
I figure that the Taft campaign in
the northwest is helping Roosevelt.
The big sixteen-shee- t
posters giving
Taft credit for the bountiful crops
will make their spiritual appeal to the
conservative. In this campaign the,
conservative vote is hovering between;
Wilson and Taft. The sixteen-shee- t
posters will tend to pull down the Wilson figure and build up the Taft rigtires to the ultimate gain of T. R.
which goes to show how Providence
will find a Charb-- (1. Ililles for any
emergency.
-

Sure

$3

AND

SHOES

$4

Are the Best Shoe Values the
Prices Ever Bought
We might say the same about

I

1

I

OUR BOYS' & GIRL'S

3HENRY KRICKe- s-

--

$1 TO

DISTRIBUTOR OF

BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

1

all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled

water. Agent for Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
Santa Fe, New Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J

PFLUEGER'S
The Home of Good Shoes

PEERLESS BAR
Fine

Domestic

and

Imported

Wines,

Liquors

AND CIGARS

Annual Convention

GREGG & COLE, Props.
FOR

NOTICE

PUBLICATION.

FOR

NOTICE

NEW MEXICO

PUBLICATION

or the Interior, U. S.j
Land Office, Santa Fe, New Mexico, Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, New Mex., Oct.
October 21, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Epitacio 10, 1912.
Salaz, of Cuba, New Mexico, who, onj Notice is hereby given that Walter
1
of Santa Fe, New Mexico, who,
t x9i., made Small
for SW 4 or, uctoDer 2o, 1UU9, made Homesteau
ing Claim No.
S
Entry No. 011996 for Lots 4, 5 and 6
N
NE
SE
X
NE
of Section 6, Township 16 N Range
W
NE
NW
SE
NE
10 E., and on March 26, 1912, made
NE
W
SE
NE
NE
additional homestead entry No. 016512
NE
NE
SE
NE
SE
for Lot 1 of Section 1, Township 16
E
NE
NE
NE
SW
of Section 3, N., Range 9 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
NW
SE
NE
has filed notice of intention to make
Township 21 N., Range 1 W., and the three-year
Proof, to establish claim
SE
S
SE
SE
SW
of Section 34. Township I1" the land above described, before
sv 1.4
. Range 1 W, New Mexico Priu- - negisier or tteceiver, u. a. i.ana ui
22
fice, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the
ctpal Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final proof, to estab- 2d day of November, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses: Crislish claim to the land above described,
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Com- tobal Garcia, Licolas Griego, Crespin
Gallegos, Eustaquis Padilla, all ol
missioner, at Cuba, New Mexico, on Santa
Fe, New Mexico.
the 9th day of December, 1912.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Regi itei
Ebudigen Gurule, of La Jara, Now
Mexico; Hilario Lucero, of Cuba, New
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Mexico; J. J. Salazar, of Cuba, New
Mexico; E. A. Miera, of Cuba, New
Notice is hereby given that Pablo
Mexico.
New Mexico,
Sanchez, of Kennedy,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
r
i. tr . .I.. (i
tt
muuj
mareu
u,
o,
"
nne- iuii,
Register.
stead Application No.
for
SW.
IS.
and Lot 3, Section 6,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U. s: Township 13 North, Range 9 East, New
Land Office at Santa Fe, New Me1., Mexico Principal . Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make
final
Oct. 15, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Florea- proof, to establish claim to the land
cio Sanchez, of Kennedy, New Mex-- ; above described, before Register and
ico, who, on August 24, 1908, made Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa
Homestead Entry No.
Fe, New Mexico, on the Cth day of
SW
Lots 5 and 6, Section December, 1912.
for E
6, Township 13 North, Range 9 Easr
as
Claimant names
witnesses:
New Mex. Prin. Meridian, has filed Florencio Sanchez, Noberto S. Torres,
notice of intention to make threo-yea- r Julian Garcia, Hipolito Roibal, all of
Proof, to establish claim to the Kennedy, New Mexico.
land above described, before Register
MANUEL R. OTERO,
or Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at
Register.
Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the 6th day
of December, 1912.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Claimant names as witnesses:
oUmu a lorrw.
Department of the Interior, C. S.
junan uarcia, mpo ito Komai, all of Land office at Santa Fe New Mcx.

T

Department

Hold-'Krau-

2

4

4

2

4

4

For the above occasion the Denver & Rio Grande
will protect to Albuquerque and return

4

4

4

4

2
2

4

4

2

4

the fares shown below.

4

4

4

sr

4

2

0905S-1.0481-

2

4

-

01189-10303-

2

rsoioji,

Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U. 5.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.. Sept.
24, 1912.

E.

"Friends, I tell you I am not thinking of my own success; I am
not thinking of my life. I believe in the Progressive movement. I
am absorbed in the success of the movement."
THEODORE ROOSEVELT
(In his speech at Milwaukee after he was shot.)
V

LONG RUNS
SHOW VALUE
Whatever else may be said of Gas-kiand McVitty's new production.
' "J be Rosary", which comes
to the
Elks' theater Thursday October i'i,
the charge of imitation of other plays
cannot be made. "The Rosary" lias
had a three months' run in Chicago,
two months in New York City andj
ll

power, a theory that has for some
time past engaged the serious attention of our foremost psychologists,
but its portrayal upon the stage has
been neglected neretotore.
"The Rosary" attacks the theme
It deals with the lives and
boldly.
fortunes of a little group of people
beautiful West Chester
The
it
country near New York
husband is a disbeliever in all reli
day.
gion ; his wife, a woman of serious
That thought, intangible and evan- convictions regarding faith in the
escent as it is, is still a force, a things of life unseen. Strong in his
belief and thoroughly human, a priest
moves through the subtle story of
this 'play. When doubts come and
the man and woman's lives are shattered, seemingly beyond the human
power to repair, this priest analyzes
the situation and by the power of his
faith brings both the people whom
he loves back to happiness.

two months at the Globe theater,
Boston.
The play virtually breaks new
field an(
eround in the dramatic
should prove a veritable surprise
when the curtain rises upon it.
It is built upon a thoroughly mod
ern theme, viz: rne mnuence 01
thought upon the lives and
of the men and women of our present

Notice is hereby given that Frutosc
Gallegod, of Ctrrillos, Nev Mexico,
who, on May 20, 190S, made Homefor NE.
stead Entry No.

n

Leonard, of Santa Fe, N. M., who
on April 20, 1909, made Homestead
Entry No. 09703, for Lots 1. 2, 3, 4,
Sec. 2, Lot 1, Sec. 3, Township 16 N.,
Range 9 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make 3
year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Register
or Receiver, U. S Land Office, Santa
Fe, New Mexico, on the 15th day ol
November, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
George S. Tweedy, Charles A. Ser
ingo, T. P. Delgado, Damasio Mod
tcya, all of Santa Fe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register

Section 22, Township 14 North,
Range 8 East, N. M. P. Meridian, has
to make
filed notice of intention
final proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before Register or Receiver, U. S. Land Office at
Santa Fe, New Mexico, on th-- j 5th
duy of December, 1912.
Claimant names
as
witnesses:
Juan Sanchez, Noberto S. Torres,
Julian Garcia, Pablo Sanchez, all of
Kennedy New Mexico.
MANUEL

R. OTERO,

Register.
Are You a Seller? An advertise
ment in the classified columns of the
New Mexican will put your real estate on the market effectively. It will
put the facts of your property before
the eyes of all possible buyers.

n

effl

AZTEC, N. M
ANTONITO, COLO
CHAM A, N. M
DURANGO, COLO
EMBUDO, N. M
ESPANOLA, N. M
FARMINGTON, N. M
IGNACIO, COLO
LUMBERTON, N. M
MONERO, N. M
OSIER, COLO
PAGOSA JUNCTION, COLO.
SERVILLETA, N. M

Fare

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

3, 4, 5,
5, 6
4, 5
4. 5
5, 6,
5, 6,
3, 4, 5
4, 5
4, 5,
4, 5
4, 5
-.- .Nov. 4, 5
Nov. 5, 6,

,

$20.75
10.45
13.65
19.00
6.80
5.85
21.45
17.70
14.90
14.60
12.35
15.95
8.20

'

well-bein-

06557-1434-

No. 09703.

that

i

Dates of Sale

From

C

ico, Oct. 15, 1912.

MANUEL R. OTERO.

Notice is hereby given

ASSOCIATION

L

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
November 6th, 7th and 8th, 1912

l,

5278-01597-

2

SHOES

Come to this STORE OF BETTER SHOES and learn why
our PATRONS SMILE while wearing our Shoes and paying
their Shoe Bills. MAKE US PROVE IT

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
Manufacturer of

$3 SCHOOL

HORSES COLLIDE; KILLED.
Cedar Springs, Mich., Oct. 28.- -- An
unusual accident took place between
Maston lake and Trufant a few
nights ago, when two horses, going in
opposite directions, collided, and both
were impaled on thills, dying within
five minutes. One of the horses was
running away. Just as they nin both
'dodged but not enough to escape the
thills of both vehicles.

KILLS BABY.
Milwaukee, Wis., Oct. 28. An in- vestigation is being made by the coro- ner's office into the death of Amelia
iGaber, 2 months old, who died of
poisoning. The poison, it is alleged
was contained in a patent medicin.)
which had been distributed in samples to residences. The directions on
the bottle said it was to be used externally, but the parents, unable to
read English, gave the child half a

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,

PATENT MEDICINE

New Mexico,

j

five-yea-

It I
Work for the New Mexican.
and
Santa
Fe
for
for
you,
vorking
the new state
$100.

The readers of this paper wilt be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in ail its btages, and:
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure now known
tc the medical fraternity. Catarrh
disease, rebeing a constitutional
treatment.
quires a constitutional
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally
acting directly on the blood and mu-ocous surfaces of the system, thereby
destroying the foundation of the disease, and giving the patient strength
by building up the constitution and
assisting nature in doing its work,
proprietors have so much faith
its curative powers that they offer
Hundred Dollars for any case that
it fails to cure. Send for list of tes-,1timonials.
Address V. J. CHENEY & CO., To-- j

THEY WILL DO IT!
Menominee, Mich., Oct. 28. Francis
Younk, 13 years old, and Robert
Younk, 14 years old, were probably
fatally Injured, and William Beyer, 1"
years old, was seriously hurt here
when a can of powder exploded in
the home of former Alderman Frank ledo. Ohio.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Beyer. The three boys were in the
Take Hall's Family Pills for
kitchen opening the powder can with
a knife.
pation.

n

-

j

j

consti-- j

20, 1912.

04732-1191-

teaspoonful.

$100 REWARD.

Sept

Notice is hereby given that Toribio
Gonzales, of Pecos, New Mexico, who
on August 20, 1907, made Homestead
for Lots
application. No.
1 and 2. Section G and Lot
4, Section
5, Township 16 N., Range 12 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intenr
tion to make
proof, to establish claim to the land above described,
before Register and Receiver, U. S.
Land Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
on the Sth day of November, 1912.
Claimant names
as witnesses:
Emilio Gonzales, Pedro Rivera, Cres- uno Ktvera, Enrique Rivera. all of
Pco8' New Mexlca
MANUEL R. OTER,
Register,
NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M,

Sept

11, 1912.

Notice is hereby given that Andres
G. Gonzales of Glorieta, N. M., who.
Sept. 9, 1907, made homestead ap
plication 04786, No. 11988, for S J
N
NE
SE
Section 4,
Township 15 N., Range 11 E, N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final five year proof, to
tablish claim to the land above de-i- n
e
scribed, before the Register or
ceiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on Nov.
1--

2

1--

es-Th-

Re-On-

Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Gonzales y Roybal, Andres
Garcia, Albino Gonzales, Salvador
Gonzales, all of Glorieta, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
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Nature's Way Is The Best.

'RUBE" FOSTER, BLACK MATHEWSON OF NATIONAL GAME.

appeared with a suit case which has
been identified as having been made
to carry a quart can of nitroglycerine.

A

GREAT BALL PLAYER. DESPITE HIS RESEMBLANCE TO A BARR'L

SOME FIGHTERS ARE

SIDE LIGHTS.

Buried deep in our American forest we find bloodroot, queen's root, man
drake and stone root, golden seal, Oregon grap.root end cherrybark. Of these Dr.
R. V. Pierce made a pure glyceric extract which has been favorably known fof
over forty years. He called it "Golden Medical Discovery."
This "Discovery" purities the blood and tones up the stomach and the entire
system in Nature' own way. It's just the tissue builder and tonic you require
when recovering from a hard cold, grip, or pneumonia. No matter how strong the
constitution the stomach is apt to be " out of kilter" at times; in consequence
the blood is disordered, for the stomach is the laboratory for the constant manuthe stomach
facture of blood. Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical
strengthens
Discovery
.
.
. i. i:
i
i
i .
puts it in snape to ir.aice pure, ncu dioou neips me hvui uuu
fs,
Kianeys to expci tne poisons irom me oouy. imumuci

....

28, 1912.

During the lecture on Brazil, Sport
ing Editor Mendes de Almeida of Ric
de Janeiro, was the guest of honor at
an "informal tea" given by nine of
Santa Fe's prettiest
lins and W. Jefferson
present. Those who
tea drank iced grape
ian cafe frappe.

i.i

girls. Jack ColDavis were also
did not care for
juice and Brazil-

The dinner given on the "Pilgrim"
debilitated condition which so many people
experience at this time of the yi;ar is usually the effect of last night before the car left for Aripoisons in the blood ; it is often indicated by pimples or boils zona, is said to have been an eight
course affair and was prepared by a
appearing on the skin, the face become thin you feel " blue."
"More than a, wenk ago I was suffering with an awful famolts chef. Sir. and Mrs. Prank
cold in mv head, throat, breast, and body," writes Mb.
Jamks G. Kti' T, of 710 h. Street, S. IS., Washington, D. C, Owen were the guests of Colonel
I was advised
".Sumo called i La Grippe,, some pneumonia.
Collier at this dinner.' Mr. Collier war.
liv n. frlond U vv n. hnHlA nf vnnr 'Cnlfipu Afndir.al Discov
at the way Mr. Ower
ery.' I tried a bottle und it did me so much good that I feel '1 greatly pleased
SIU0 111 saying id is tne greatest ana best meaicino mat,
managed many of the details of tho,
FJr
overtook. My hoaltn la tnnch better than it was before entertainment of the Brazilians. Nbth i
fii'fr
using your meuicino, j.i aoes an you ciaiin iot ii uu
Jng "'was laoklng for1 their"! comfort,
1. q. kbnt, Esq.
satisfactory."
even postal cards of the "Old Chupch'-beinsupplied in large numbers. And
TAFT SEES IT CLOOMY IF BEATEN and what the banks do is then none these cards were sent out by the Braof my business.
zilians to every corner of the new
(Continued from page one).
"The long and short of that doc- and old world.
trine is that we who are servants
Dr. Daehne, commissioner general
cere in his belli f that 'the alarming have no right to look into the affairs
from the Brazilian department of
business situation, of our masters. I am
and extraordinai
very much in- agriculture, industry and commerce,
as he called it ii his special message terested in who is
my master. I be- is so well impressed with Santa Fe
to
Sherwas
of August 8, 189",
the
due
lieve that the great mass of people that he
may be instrumental in get- man silver purchase act, but the fact are interested in
banks and bankers
of
to
hudreds
remains that af.'.r the act had been and that the erp'at hnrfv nf wnrklnv !ting
..... mere are tourists. . visit th e
ricn
Brazilians
many
,
city,
busilepealed, Novemljcr 1, 1893, the
are more inter-- wno vlgit the United States and when
peop e in this
ness situation become more and more esieu in us country
mausiriai enterprises they read Dr. Daehne's interview on
alarming, and American energy and than those who control them."
Santa Fe's historical interest and see
were
prostrate throughout
enterprise
NO MORE TRIPS FOR T. R.
the pictures he took of interesting
Mr. Cleveland's term, being vivified
New York, Oct. 28. State Chairman
points, it is safe to say these travelat,ain with the election of McKinley Hotchkiss of the progressive
anparty
ers
will not pass through Lamy on
assurance
that the nounced
and the consequent
today that the trip through their way to the coast without stoptariff reform experiment would soon New York state
originally planned for
over in New Mexico's capital.
give way to protection.
Colonel Roosevelt this week would be ping
"The growth of our foreign trade divided between Senator Clapp and San Diego, Los Angeles, San Antonio
and other cities have been built up
during three fiscal years of my admin- Governor Johnson of .California.
by
appealing to the' tourists and in
Secreset
teen
has
forth by
istration,
welcoming the Brazilians here yesfer-- "
tary Knox in a statement which ought
day Santa Feans were, carrying out
WILL
to be read by every American who in
Miss Agnes C. Laut's advice to teU
tends to cast Ins ballot in the coming
BE A
the world something of this city's ijd,-election. Mr. Knox points out that
run-dow-

THOSE LITTLE BALKANS.
(Continued from page one).

purely Greek population who naturally
expect that under no circumstances
bhall they be placed under anything
but Hellenic rule.
i
The first uncensored accounts at
?
have reached London
from Constantinople by way of, Kus- tendje, Rumania.
It appears that in the night of Octo-- I
ber 21 a Turkish force under the com-mand of Mahmoud Mukhtar Pasha
and Prince Aziz Pasha went out with
WORKEO fOKAH EAT
the intention of making a surprise at- tack on the Bulgarian army converg-- !
ing upon Kirk Kilesseh. The night
.ANDREW
RESEMBLES
VT
j was
extremely stormy, violent squalls
JDL
.THE tJCNERAL
,
SSi
of wind and rain followed by a steady
I
A
OF
eARR'U'
(tlNJ
::5akrN
J
down pour beating upon the troops
nd drenching them to the skin, even
before they started.
The column was divided, the sepa
rate parts advancing along in parallel
formation. At dawn the Turkish advance guard came into Contact with
tho Bulgarians and a severe engage- ment ensued.
The Bulgarians were discovered to
lie in overwhelming strength and not
merely a light vanguard as had been
expected.
Owing to the darkness, or possibly
SANTA FE
to some error in the route followed or
to some confusion of Instructions, oue
WONDER
of the Turkish columns mistook anBV WORKMAN.
WHEN ITS KNOWN vantages.
other body of Turkish troops for Bul- during the three years there have been
Without a doubt "Rube" Foster is
garians and delivered a violent attack, a gain of $51 i. 311,095 in our foreign
THOUSANDS
OF GRATEFUL LETthe greatest ebony' skinned ball playtrade, the total value of exports for
causing heavy losses.
Eugene Forker, 26 years old, full of
TERS.
The Turks soon were compelled to the fiscal year ending June 30, 1912, ginger and a thoroughly trained and
er in the game.
The "Black Mathewson" just about
give way before the Bulgarian advance being $2,204,322,199, the trade balance equipped newspaper man, fresh from From women in all parts of the UnitNot that "Big
land shortly afterward the Turkish for 1912 in favor of the United States New York, was a visitor in Santa Fe ed States and Canada, who have been
hits the nail head.
Under the mini- yesterday. He was one of the inci- relieved from almost every form of
Six" and "Rube" are constructed on
cavalry, in attempting a charge, was being $551,057,475.
female complaints such as inflammamum tariff ch.use of the Payne tariff dentals of the Collier
the same physical lines; far from it. V MAN AH SOT SO me tiembfcc
severely punished.
NEKT TO.ftASEBALL.
party, being a
The Bulgarian fire upon the retreat- - law, practical. y the entire world has member of the party or not a mem- tion, ulceration, displacements, tum"Matty" is an athlete, while Foster
bears a resemblance to a barrel. He Mack was putting his future world's found employment in a restaurant and ing cavalry and the galloping of received 'most favored' nation treat ber of the party, as he put it. He ors, irregularities, periodic pains, and
is the heaviest human that ever play- champions through the vapor and spent his spare time warming up horses started a panic among the ment.' American exports to Germany was oneNof the newspaper squad that backache, by Lydie E. Pinkham's Ve
ed ball for money, with the possible mineral
water treatment. Foster young Athletic pitchers and pitching Turkish Infantry, who precipitately alone have increased $57,000,000. Dur- reported the trial of Pohce Lieuten- getable Compound, are on file in the
of
Anse
and
Anson
bolted, although their reserves finally ing that same period, our trade with ant Becker but declined to say for Pinkham laboratories at Lynn, Mass.,
Dixon
drew
Capt.
their famous line, our to Mack's backstops.
exception
When the team left the valley Mack succeeded nl stemming the torrent of practically all Europe has increased :n publication whether he personally be- but no letter is ever published withhad considerable longitude on Foster. little 267 pound cinder was .thereout written request or consent of the
exports $20s,')00,000 and our exports i lieved Becker guilty or not.
At one time Foster "had every- abouts, playing ball. When pressed sent "Rube" to the Philadelphia their flight.
28.
Oct.
The
Canada
writer.
from
have
Fath$215,990,021
grown
a
colored
Vienna,
but
and
correspondent
team,
in
fast
curves,
awakened
admit
will
.
he
speed
thing"
by Royal Giants,
being
He was being sent from New York
Every suffering woman owes it to
er Time has robbed him of some of Paul Revere on the occasion of that and when at home he often left his adds that the Bulgarians are making in 1910 to $329,257,302 in 1912.
to San Francisco by his newspaper
own ball park to watch "Rube" pitch. steady progress against the Turkish
"As Secretary Knox says, the for- and ran into Colonel Collier and the herself to give Lydia E. Pinkham's
this "stuff" leaving him with the fin- equestrian's momentous
Foster winters in Cuba, where he field army.
est assortment of baseball tricks in ride.
eign market is a vital consideration in Brazilian party at St. Louis. He Vegetable Compound a trial.
The strength of the Turkish troops our industrial life, and wherever we
the game.
Two or three seasons back one of is popular. For craftiness he has no
joined the party there at the invita
"Rube" and his team, the Ameri- "Rube's" legs was fractured, while
equal, although figures around Adrianople is estimated at may look we find American products tion of Colonel Collier and finished
can Giants, have cleaned up about volplaning into the plate, but as soon prove that the Cuban, Mendez, is a four army corps and it is said that forging their way into the great mar- the balance of the trip, as a
part of
150,000 men fought near
kets of the world. To quote from a the little gathering on the private
everything in the amateur and semi-pr- as possible, he was hobbling about on better hurler. Still, every time
car
Turkish
Part of the
troops garrison- leading newspaper 'tjie figures pie alline, and but for their complex-Io- crutches, supplying a "little gingah meet "Rube" downs the island star.
Pilgrim.
ing Adrianople managed to retreat to most bewildering. They tell the story
would continue the process among to de boys." In the excitement of a if some Westinghouse
After a tramp about Santa Fe with
would "shake a laig" and in- Demotica, 25 miles to the south. The of prosperity whuh should no' 'r;e dis- local newspaper people
the big fellows.
close play he forget his cracked stilt
yesterday he
off
of
is
cut
rest
the garrison
turbed.'
already
Foster's age is conjecture. He ad- and was carried to the bench by a vent something to change the comsaid:
and
demoralized
losses.
heavy
by
not
I
would
Foster's
of
underwear
Mistah
It?
mits he is 38, but there is a suspi- half dozen of his Giants.
"Then why disturb
plexion
"Great! that's the only way to excion that when Messrs. Mason
and
"Rube" hails from Texas, and we would see him in the mal .rs. He During the last sortie by the Turkish Fuspect the democratic candidates for press it. I want to tell you that if
to
one
surrendered
regiment
the White House and for the capitol Santa Fe's wonderful climate, her
lean, league was born he meandered spent his youth picking boll weevils is a great gambler, and next to base troops,
jW
the Bulgarians.
of such falsity to their pledges, that historic
into Hot Springs, Ark., where Connie off cotton. About the time the Amer- - ball poker is his favorite fruit.
buildings and her woodenful Back df
New Visible
A dispatch to the same paper from they do not intend to disturb it. Their DOSSibilitieR
wprp knnwn tn the avor.
Scutari says a Montenegrin flying speech is very much like that which
Model Burroughs
age tourist thjs wouM be the shQw
MOST PATHETIC THING IN BASE BALL. SAVS YOUNG FARMER
corps has cut the Turkish communica- heralded the election of Mr. Cleveland place of North America. I never
Giovan-nid- i and
St.
In
tions
and
between
Scutari
justice knew it was here. None of the felthey may be presumed,
USES SHOT GUN
CY YOUNG. IS THE "GOOD FELIOW" WHEN
Is every penny of capital
Modu on the coast.
to themselves to be as sincere in their lows know its here. I owe
a
of
Collier
the biggest adding machine
ON RELATIUES Toulon, France, Oct. 28. Three purposes as he was. Therefore they
HE'S DOWN AND OUT.
debt of gratitude for bringing me
company in the world
French warships left here today for do intend to disturb the prosperous here.
Every man of a worldSheboygan, Wis., Oct. 28 Alvin Beirut for the protection of French in- business we are now enjoying at home
"He wnn't hnva in lirino. mt habBY CY YOUNG.
terests
in
that
of
Ottoman
the
for
our
countries-farmer
of
a
and
with
33,
Roehr,
part
Plymouth
young
foreign
wide
adding machine organi,,m
because
I might mention instance after inbacfe
n
coming
j
his father-in-la- empire.
foreign trade is based largely on pro- this way in one day's visit, how'd
Baseball is not all sunshine;
the stance, but it would only be opening yesterday shot and killed Mrs.
zation
I
Ott's
Phillip J. Ott, and
Vienna, Oct. 2S. The bridge across visions of the Payne tariff law which feel in a week or ten
days? Believe
The most efficient, best orgame has its shadows for every bright old wounds.
SO, whenhe was re- the Tchorlu river was blown
up by the the democratic party condemns and me, this is the real stuff.
But baseball and baseball players father, Fred Ott, to
after
Right
see his wife with Bulgarians
fused permission
spot.
to
ganized, adding machine facrepeal."
yesterday, thus obstruct- proposes
the campaign, I'm going to ask the
whom he has not been living.
I have seen many pathetic things
Lule USE OF INTOXICANTS
ing communication'1 'between
tory in the world
boss to let me off for ten days. Then
Mrs. Roehr and her baby escaped
IN NATION INCREASES.
I have
that I have tried to forget.
Bergas and Constantinople, according
A
inventions deme
it's
at
for
Santa
,
kodak
Fe, with
by hiding for three hours.
to a dispatch from the correspondent
seen men injured; I have seen men
Washington, D. C, Oct. 28. The na- and a pad of copy paper.' Am I
a
of
was
found
guarantee
Roehr's
partment
going
body
today
of the Reichspost with the headquart- tion consumed 33,150,000 gallons of to
heartbroken because they failed to
help put Santa Fe on the map? Am
hanging to a tree in the woods about ers of the Second Bulgarian army.
and
make good, and I have seen others
Sepwhisky during July, August
I? You can bet your neck I am and
a quarter of a mile from the scene of
almost distracted when age compelled
tember, an increase of 450,000 gallons do it right
Burroughs
the
away. I've been all my
tragedy.
as compared with that quarter of 1911, life in
NOT MUCH MONEY
their retirement.
Service, and
' When Roehr who lived
the
I
and
newspaper
across
game
just
But to me the most pathetic thing
FOR PR0HI3ITI0N CAUSE. while nearly 1,950,000
cigars were think I know the stuff when I see it.
The
deBurroughs guarantee
the road, went to Ott's home and
I have ever seen in the national game,
Washington, D. C, Oct. 28. Contri smoked during that time. The cigar Say, they can hand me that, bunk
.
mechanical
manded to see his wife, the grandfa- butions
of
perfection.
and I have witnessed it htindfeds of
to the national prohibition consumption promises to establish a about historic old
Boston and the tea
ther answered the door but refused
times in the years I have been pitchOne price to all, and that
convention were $20,035.38, ac- new record. A total of 19,800,000 barparty's
the young man admittance.
Roehr
ing, is the fate of the fellow who has
to a report Treasurer H. P. rels of beer were consumed during the party but Santa Fe was here before j
very low; small monthly pay- went home, returned with a shotgun, cording
been a
sort of chap,
Faris has telegraphed from Clinton, three months, which was 320,000 bar- tney ever thought of Boston. And
ruents, if desired.
and killed Haut. As Ott and his wife Mo., to the clerk of the house of
without a thought for the future.
rels more than in the same period of watch that New York bunch swing
repdooi
out
came
of
the
shot
them
Roehr
onto
with!
Let us show you this maI
when
my
cut
loose
copy
Drawing large salaries and spending
resentatives.
1911.
This somewhat surprised rev
also, both shots entering the breast
tbem freely, giving right and left to
chine in your own office
The expenditures are placed at $18,- enue officials as beer drinking fell off Santa Fe stuff. Am I coming back?
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with me to the prosperity of this new
flag, this New .Mexico, state
Established 1856
young in years but now open to bound-leeIncorporated 1903
prosperity, growth, development,
TELEPHONES.
progress and all that is good."
You Will Find the
Editor's office, 31 J.
As the toast was drunk, several
Business office, 31 W.
shouted: "Hip, hip, hooray." to the inOur line of Blankets and Comforters include
tense amusement of the Brazilians.
Styles In
James V. Cliaves left for Torrance From that moment on the luncheon
Every Design and G ade
county today.
A New and
Line of
was turned into a "toast feast."
Henry Essiuger, the well known
DR. DAEHNE IS INTERESTED.
XT
salesman, is back from Chicago.
Di Daehne was lie next speaker.
Miss Florence Finn, of Los Ange- He said
that he had spent but a day in MRS. W.
les, is visiting triends in the city.
LINDHAROT,
Santa Fe, but that he hoped to come
$ .75
Colonel 'Ralph E. Twilchell, lawyer back
and explore the historic ruins
and historian, is here on legal busi- in which he is
125 Palace Ave.
greatly interested, lie'
ness.
created much laughter by his alius-ioif. M. Padgett, proprietor of the
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are be-A Fine'Assorment of Colors in all
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for
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ing
STRITCTLY
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when
some wit
Styles, including
J. H. Van Stone, one of the leading coached "modernized!" Dr.
Daehne re- S
citizens of Kstancia, is in the city, on'
plied instantly: "No, I'd rather use
NOBBY VELVETS,VELOURS & BEAVERS
,
business.
"
the word 'ancientized,'
following
GARMENTS
Attorney A. B. llenehan returned which was a chorus of "Good for you,
Taos
where he has! doctor!"
yesterday from
Made
to Your Measure p
been on legal business.
'
Dr. Daehne made a plea for a "eef- FOR LADIES
Colonel Y. S. Hopewell, prominent
together" feeling between Brazil and;!
democrat and railroad man, was here this
added:
and
country
"My special
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from the Duke City Saturday.
business on this trip is to bring about
ldren's Cloaks. The lowest prices we have ever named.
Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Meyers and Mr. this better
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Terry,
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m
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a
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Send for g
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consignment of . .
from St. Joseph, Mo., are in the city.
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g
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that,
the
warmth
this welcome
fully
In Whip Cord and Serges. They should be here next week.
William H. Andrews, former dele- has not been
Blanks, Box V 2.
The Gloves
Wear.
surpassed in any of the
gate in congress, passed through fourteen cities we have just visited."
Keep your open for the announcement of their arrival. It
THE W. H. GOEBEL CO.
1
Santa Fe Saturday on his way to Alwill pay you. We are .going to turn them quick.
said:
he
us
"Let
drink
Concluding
buquerque.
a toast to the unity in friendship of
East
Side
Plaza.
His Grace, Archbishop JMtaval, is the Cnited States of America and
the
expected back this week from Denver United States of Brazil." Cheers and fktmmmom m
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at the dedicagreeted the toast which was
1
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I tion of the pontificated
new cathedral yesterday applause
drunk by every one.
School
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&
DepoTtmenTl
morning.
Dancing
DR. FERRAO TALKS.
Eugene Forker, representing
the
Airs. Tests Classes n Fireman's HaM
Dr.
was
Ferrao
the
third
sneaker.
Hearst news' service, was here yesterHe said: "We have been traveling in
"Mjr:','
rtiltdreu's Class bnulus Sut.Oet.2ff. 3 p rn. i
day with Colonel 1). C. Collier and his
High School Maiiuuo Sut. Oct. 28, 4 p. m,
a car, no, a yacht, ;the Pilgrim yacht,'
of
Aumt. Class. Friday. Nov. 1st. to 9 p. in' i
party
distinguished Brazilians. Mr.
I
one
of
r r.uu.v.
the
of
best
skip-captained
by
iki. tn 1:40 p. ui J
INSURE Willi IIAYWARD AND KEST CONTENT.
Forker's home is in'Redlands, Calif.
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C.
the
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Admiral
Col'
pers,
gallant
Mrs. Frank Plomteaux arrived last
from El Paso where she and lier, (applause). We have, crossed
UNITED
BANK &
CO. night
of one to five acres,
Place
Mrs, Pedro Baca served as sponsors your land (not sea) and seen the and arousing better feellnga between
f
:at a christening. While in the Pass wealth and progress you possess from the two republics.
Fe. We
in or near
coast to coast the 'grande puissance,'
City Mrs. Plomteaux was the recipient
Following the lecture was a tea givas the French would say. We have
of much social attention.
en by the Misses Massie and it proved
have a purchaser for such a
reasonable
traveled, we have looked, we have ob- - a
i
Tim
imiss Maud cauger, sister of Mrs. J.
served. Now let me offer a toast to'calle(fat the
executlve
Does
H. Toulouse of this city, was
price. List
operated the grande puissance ol the I nited
flnaIy boarded tlleir tnlin.
upon at St. Vincent's sanitarium here
oulles'
The visitors from "Rio left Santa
Saturday and her physicians report
Froiongea applause, greeted this Fe at S:40 p. in., after saying many
her
condition
excellent
Dr.
B
J.
today.
Your Patronage Solicited
sentiment.
farewells at the depot. The last perA. Massie operated, assisted
by DocCOLONEL COLLIER SPEAKS.
sons to leave the car were Mr. and
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
tors Mera and Small.
Colonel Collier was the last speak- Mrs. Prank Owen who
had been inW. Jefferson Davis,
N. B. LAUGHLIN, President.
er.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier
formerly special
The colonel rose and those who vited to dine with Colonel Collier and
Ir IT'S REAL ESTATE, HAYWARD HAS IT.
commissioner and now assistant to the expected a long
speech from this law- his party.
J. B. LAMY,
of
the San Diego exposition, yer, globe girdler and
president
city builder,
men cne rngrim s progress was
jwas here yesterday greeting his many were surprised, yet delighted. He toward
Lamy
through Albuquerque
friends. Mr. Davis visited Santa Fe said: "You know, Mr. Toastmaster.
on to the Grand canon; thence to
(last spring and later went to Guate-- ! and men of New Mexico, that 1 have and
mala with Dr. Hewett. He is a grad talked to Count Mendes and others in Phoenix and on to San Diego,
harbor where Brazil is likely to
uate of the University of Virginia, his
party, of the spontaneity of your participate in the exposition of i91o.
George
Washington University and welcome given today. I wish to ask
Two Acres in Orchard and
THE AKERS-WAGNE- R
FURNITURE CO.
has been a great success in getting now
his voice) 'what is the
(raising
Eight-roo- m
Small
SIDELIGHTS.
California to take an interest in the matter with Count Mendes?' "
There were many interesting feaSan Diego exposition.
House, Stable and Other
Are Showing This Week
There was a stormy chorus, sug-- j tures or
"sidelights'" on the
of
Buildings.
"Hli'S ALL ot the Brazilians here yesterday.sojourn
gesting college days,
One
A Complete Line of
A TRUE SANTA FE RERIGHT!"
was the frantic attempt
Americans
SIX ACRES ON ACEQUIA MADRE-P- art
Colonel Collier
CEPTION IS GIVEN TO
of
"Who's all right?" made to talk French to them and the
NOTED BRAZILIANS.
Lnorus:
Count Mendes!"
bashful efforts of the visitors to conin Alfalfa and 18
Trees in Bearing.
The expression on the faces of the verse in English when French
AH Under
fa Mile from
(Continued from page one).
was a study; the visitors ed. One gentleman was heard to ask
were taken at first by surprise by this Dr. Xunes, a French scholar: "Etes-- '
;his enunciallbn'Avas all that could be j American
LOW PRICE TO PURCHASER IF TAKEN AT ONCE
collegiate conversation, andjvous ete a Tesuque?" and Dr. Xunes'
desired. He said:
then they burst into laughter.
facial muscles were put. to a strain
"No words will express the grati- to smile.
"A speech, speech," exclaimed
t
tude I owe to Colonel Collier for af-- ' eral. Colonel Collier yielded. He said
One of the most delicate compli-fording me this opportunity to receive in part:
the courtesy and see the beauty of
"I had the pleasure of spending llle"ts paid to the Countess Mendes
Santa Pe, I assure all of you today we three weeks in Rio de
Janeiro, and its dt Almedia was by a Santa Feau who,
have received an impression which welcome will
in the pages of 011 beinS introduced, addressed her as
linger
UNDERTAKING A
will remain. I need not tell you that my
as the countess has
D
Phone, Red 189.
memory; 1 wish to thank the Bra- - uaaemisene.
it is more than a pleasure, it is an zilians for it.
ia S'own son, she could not repress
1 19 San Francisco St.,
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico- honor, to be in the oldest city of the
"The great land of Brazil is anxious her an"ement as well as pleasure.
United States, a city which has played tc form closer trade relations with the
such an important part In the civil- United States. Today an American;
Candluo Mendes de Almeida,
Jr.,
ization of this part of the new world, i Is received with open arms in all
editor of Brazil's greatest
parts sPrtin6' - was
the cynosure of many
express my gratitude to you, my of Brazil. As an evidence of the inter-- ! ,lcwsPaPerThe people of .Santa Fe are invited to visit the Largest and u
friends, who have so warmly welcom- est Brazilians manifest in our coun- - ?'es as Lhe ,walked around the plaza
Best Jewelry Store in the City and inspect our COLPLETE
ed us. I express this gratitude from
try I may state that Count Mendes dUr,'ng tth ban,d COnceft: "He Iooks
I
LINE of
one
but
my heart and I know and feel that I h.
girl.
"My,
Mo
fnr t
what dark eyes," exclaimed another.
ani speaking for all the Brazilians schools in New
Jersey (applause) Fortunately or
the
here present. I wish we, in turn, seeking an education
unfortunately,
in American lanThis is the Highest Grade Plated Ware on the Market, and
young count understood English and
coirid receive all of you in our city guage and customs.
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t, are from this country. I say th.s
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"Now let me ask all of you to drink
compliment any D. c. ColHer who was the
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Count Mendes and others in Rio de
America. (Applause.)
it was a much longed for op"I knew that old Santa Fe, nestling Janeiro;
portunity for Santa Fe to get the
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SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO
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'
views galore, and air passages numer- words "Santa Fe, New Mexico in the
of
the
United
papers
States
and
ous to permit of the free breathing of
throughout Brazil. Long dispatcheswould
to
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air,
Where Prices
Lowest gentlemen from Barzil appeal'
about the visit of
and so they are Santa Fe were sentthe Brazilians to
broadcast last
for Safe Quality.
here. The next greatest thing in
1
America we are going to show them night and today. It must be remembered
Santa
Fe
was
that
one
of
the
ij ihc Gra,nd Canon, in Arizona. 1 fifteen cities visited
liKVP rp.'lliwn.l
by the distin- lhal in uhniirinir tVi.iiv.
GASK1LL and Mac VITTY
these mountains, these great stretches
OFFERS
of land where the eye may wander for placed in the same rank as New
E.; LAS VEGAS,
NEW MEXICO.
St. Louis, Detroit, et &l
York,
Boston,
A
NEW
PRODUCTION
OP HUMAN INTEREST
hundreds
of miles, they could underDo Not Overlook the
Quality stand the land which has bred my type That is "going some."
of man. And now I wish to say. let
Just as well as quantity, the quality every man in the 'crew of Santa Fe'
Accurate Work-Qu- ick
The Great New York, ChReturns !
of every article sold by us must be etand
up, and sing: 'Here's to Santa
right and our guarantee goes with Fe, with her missions old and grey."
icago and Boston Success
every purchase. If not right, let us
There was a storm of applause, and
know and you get your money back.
the luncheon was over.
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Why Wait ?
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Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

Can We Do Anything
More Fair!
Can You Really Ask

Hacks and Baggage Transfer.

or Expect More?

Prompt Attention end the Pest
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Telephone 9 W
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We will buy your Gold Fillings. Gold Scraps
and Platinum. Highest prices paid.

RANCH
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Morirty N

We have just unloaded another car
of the celebrated Boss Patent Flour.
You know the quality of that brand
is not excelled and equalled by, well
we have yet to see its equal.

COLORADO

WHITE

POTATOES

a full car, the quality the best. Beta couple of sacks In the cellar
while you can get the right quality
and the price Is low.

ter get

all under fence, good improvements, lots of water. Fln hw
(land and farm land with a fine
crop on it and about 40 head of
cattle. Six miles from railroad
and 7 miles from the mountain.
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HEAR PORTUGUESE AIRS.
Going over to the plaza, the visitors
were treated to a band concert by the
First Regiment band, which played
Portuguese airs in honor of the Brazilians whose langauge is Portuguese.
After wandering around the ulaza.

n

THE

IROSARY

INSURANCE

FOUNDED

I

Fire, Life, Accident,
Plate Glass "EtcEtc.

and sightseeing the visitors assembled
at the old palace where they were
met by the ladies in the party, Countess Mendes and Mrs. Daehne, who had
REALS ESTATE
been tendered a luncheon at St. Vincent's sanitarium by Mrs. Edgar L.
Hewett, Mrs. W. C. McDonald, Miss
City Property, Farms,
Massie and several other ladies.
A lecture on Brazil, with . many
Ranches, Orchard
beautiful colored slides, was then
LandJ Qrants,Ji;Etc
given by Mr. Hazlett. Admission was
by invitation, and scores of Santa
Feans attended. Not only were these
views of Rio de Janeiro, which Great
Traveler Burton Holmes considers the
world's most beautiful and
city, but there were pictures of BraOf
zil's many products, including the
much prized rubber, and tables of sta
tistics showing the growth of Brazil's
commerce In the past few years.
Telephone 194 W., Room
The lecture did much to accomplish
the work before the Brazilian travelLAUGHLIN BUILDING,
ers: Stimulating interest in their
- NEW MEXICO
land, affording accurate information. SANTA FF.
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ON AN EMBLEM OF PURITY.

2WBy

EDWARD E. HOSE

A GREAT

Written and Staged by the Author of

.

PLAY, CAST,

PRODUCTION

AND SERMON
More

Successes Than

Any Other Playwright in the World.

SEATS

ON SALE

AT FISCHER DRUG CO.'S

Prices, 75c, $1.00 and $1.50

Suretyl? Bonds
All Kinds.

U

JOHN HA.MPEL, Proprietor.",;

COLORADO SALOON
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Family Trade Supplied.
259 San Francisco St.
SANTA FE, N. M.
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country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first importance In banking, a tradition that still
rules Its policy, but the bank is not living on Its history
but depends for its prosperity upon adaptability to present-day
needs.
Commercial Bills discounted. Credit and Deposit Accounts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts Issued on
all Countries. Coupons collected and cashed. Stock ExTelegraphic
change Sales and Purchases effected.
transfers of money made.
It is important for every business house to establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers In regard to your banking
business.
J. B. READ,
FRANK McKANE,
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Editor
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goes to Roosevelt, a free trade tariff
will be enacted and the wool industry
ruined. Now, we all know honest
REMARKS
old Marcos C. de Baca. Do you think
Marcos C. de Baca favors ruining ANY
industry in New Mexico? He says
he doesn't. Do you prefer the word ot
Dos Cafiones Viejcs. Uncle Tom?
Marcos C. de Baca or the word of
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San
de
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face?
Que no?
Miguel.
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extend the neighborly spirit to those
deserving ones who come among us,
seems to be one of the high things in
life. I do not know when I have had
anything appeal to me more than did
the little speech of the distinguished
Count Mendes, the Brazilian states- It
man, at yesterday's
banquet.
breathed the spirit of goodfellowship,
and clothed in expressions that were
quaint in method of phrasing, because
of unfamiliarity with our language,
they were only the more delightful and

i
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"All of Today's News Today"

Will the gentleman Jrom Dona Ana
yield for a question?

AS

THE BYSTANDER

SEES IT

There is great glee in certain
quarters at the fact that Theodore:
Roosevelt "is out of the campaign. '!
iHe is and he Isn't, gentlemen.

j
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IDEAL
such as cannot be found
this morning in a spcial car. They
judgment there is some doubt. A man should always consider the con- thet wur exactly whut I hev did et erty.
in America. Fourelsewhere
If only he could be apprehended were taken in an automobile over the
sequences if she find3 it out.
teen officers and instructors, all
Mountin Air. He hes got sum ov th
and to pay. valley for a short trip, inspecting the
n
graduates from standard Ea
finust chickuns whut I ever hev seed. and compelled to explain
A California professor claims to have invented a harmless
Ten buildings,
agricultural development.
colleges.
compound They air thorobreds, he ses. I hev
modern in every respect.
OUR GUESTS.
that will prevent roosters from crowing in the early morning. Xow. if he not hed no use fur thorobreds
befur
of pleasure to
was a
would apply his genius toward finding a compound to prevent cats yowling
Regents :
fur I hev alius thot th old kind wus es theYesterdayof Santa day
Fe the right kind
at night, a grateful world would applaud him.
people
E. A. CAHOO.V. President.
Korbittbut
he
mistr
9od
en"y
of pleasure. I hope it was as enjoy
0
J. E. RHEA,
When the law gets through with Mr. John Schrank he will not be ro ses ltu me,. he ses, ses he, them thoro able to our distinguished guests as it
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
I...
discharges;
as men, eggs WRg tQ thoge who njet an(j
v.,,, ,a
JOHJI W. POK, Secretary.
anxious about the third term. He will be interested in giving attention to Urcu .i
inc, ...ill
mingled
BELIEVED IN
en
es
tu
eat
W. A. F1NLAY.
good
only
they air jist
one term with which he is closely allied.
lth th n
I cud
better.-Wa- l
HOURS
say nothin fur there
24
0
It was the right thing done in the
and illustrated cataFor
particulars
The American people admire the man "who does things worth while " I wur, a eatin em, an thets a fac by right way, and was but extending the
i
Each Cap- logue, address,
heck."
Roosevelt dots them.
'stile bearMDY
hand of hospitality and good fellow-the naim:.0y
COL. JAS. W. WILLS0N, Supt.
j
0
ship to the strangers within our gates.
Beware nf counterfeits
In Germany they are said to be eating does. They've been
That is the injunction we are bidThe old machine crowd are telling
eating ,hem
ALL DRCOGISTS
In America for a long time, but hot dogs, of course.
the wool producers that if the election den to obey, is it not? To be kind and
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QUIET AND BEAUTIFUL WITH A PINK AND WHITE COMPLEXION ANV GIRL MIGHT ENUV. SAYS MRS. GIBSON, ON HER
PILGRIMAGE TO THE HOMES OF CANDIDATES WIVES.

MRS. DEBS

LUCKY GET AWAY.

team of ponies belonging to
Fuller of the Antlers hotel,
while being hitched to a light wagon,
ran away, and at a terrine speed jump- .i
!,!
0 o m fnnt nfwiv
to the gutter. The wagon and harness were damaged considerably, but
the horses were not injured. Cimarron
TheC. Q.

(By Ida McGlone Gibson.)

Through the trees which line a pret- ty street in this little town of Terre
Haute, Intl., the late October sun was
shining as I walked to the home of
Eugene Debs.
Here and there one housewife call-ed to another from nearby porches,
I came to a most homelike house,
which seemed in some way to have
escaped much of the disorder of littering leaves that were swirling all
about. The lawn had evidently been
raked and the porch swept' recently-Thwhole aspect of house and yard
gave you to understand that order
was not only heaven's first law, but
the first law of the Debs household as

!.

1

WHY IT SUCCEEDS

INEWS OF THE STATE
-

--

News.
NABBED HIM.
from District
advice
upon
Acting
Attorney G. W. Kane of Durango,
Colo., Marshal U A. .Myers yesterday
arrested Vic Anderson who had in his(
possession several hoives stolen from
a ranch in the vicinity of Durango.
The horse thief had not been in tow n
fifteen minutes when he was grabbed
As soon as exby the local marshal.
tradition papers can he secured the
sheriff of Durango will come to this'
point to take the man hack for trial.
MARSHAL

stvr

Because

It's For One Thing Only, and
Santa Fe People Appreciate This.
Nothing rati h good ror everything.
Doing one tiling well brings sue- I

well Manufacturing company's plant,
which is being operated by the Pecos
Valley Investment company, escaped
serious injury by a few minutes only.
They had just left one of the kill:
rooms wlien the concrete and
root caved in. i onsiuerauie
uamugiwas done to the tile, which had been
Tin; entire
placed there to mature.
roof was damaged.
The men had just iired the kiln,
closed the doors and turned the steam
the crash came. Roswell
oil when
Record.

Doan's Kidney Pills are for one
thing only.
For weak or disordered kidneys,
Here is Sent a Fe evidence to prove
their worth.
Albino Ortega, College St., Santa
N. Mex., says:
"For several
Fe,
years I had trouble from my hack and
It wits hard for me to
kidneys.
work, owing to pains in my loins and
a sudden movement aggravated my
tiouble. My rest was disturbed by a
too frequent desii'e to void the kidney
secretions and the passages were
scanty and painful. Public statements
given by local people who had used
Doan's Kidney Pills with effect, inI found reduced me to try them.
lief at once and after I had finished
the contents of one box, my back was
free from pain. My kidneys are now
normal and I feel better in every

WANTED
.Mrs. Hudrow,

Cook for small family.
Agna Fria St.

Furnished rooms and board, corner
Palace und Lincoln aventu
.

FOR

SALE

A

good

Phone Bishop's ranch, 2"')

milch

cow.

W.

Good saddle horse for sale cheap.
Call New Mexican ollice.

FOR SALE two srory residence ou
Palace avenue. Lot 60x240 feet. O. C
Watton & Co.

EVERYBODY SATISFIED.
The State vs. .Mrs. Walker (teacher
"FOR KENT I louses furnished "or
in the Pauley school
which was tried
a few days ago and judgment withunfurnished. Apply to M. A. Ortiz,
held to give the school board an opCourt House.
'
well.
to act, Judge Moll says on
portunity
Mrs. Debs smiled when 1 said this
FOR SAL!-National Cash Regaccount of their action in exouerat-- i
to her and remarked that "two per-Mrs. Walker, and more especially
ister two drawers practically new.
ing
a
In
sons cannot make much disorder
on account of Mrs. Turner, mother of
0. C. Watson & Co.
comfortable-sizehouse." There is a
the girl punished, stating to the court
place for everything in the Debs
Gallup Independent.
WANTED
TO BUY A cooking
that she was satisfied with the action way."
household and you may be sure that
For sale by ail dealers. Price 50 range not smaller than six hole and
of the board, and was given courteous
Foster-MilburNOT POLITE.
Co.,
Huffalo, in good condition, Address "C" thirf
everything is in. its place. Perhaps
treatment by them, the defendant cents,
sole agents for the United ollice.
this is a part of Mrs. Debs' German
This is a free country and grown-uMrs. Walker was found not guilty by New York,
States.
males who are peevish dike babes in the court. Roswell News.
heritage. In the cellar Is the winter's
Remember the name Doan's and
supply of wood, piled in tiers of albibs) do not have to speak when they
FOR KALE Clean stock of mertake no other.
most impossible evenness.
are spoken to; but it does seem that
chandise in country, good location,
MERONEY AND HIS HORSE.
it would be wise for them to first pay
"Every clipping, every scrap of mangood business. Good reason for
Last Friday while A. F. Meroney. BOILER EXPLODES; MAN BURNED:
It
the man what they owe him.
uscript is filed and tabulated, and I
Address Box 1, Lyden, N. M.
.elling.
f
one
miles
and
who
about
lives
US
When
Kalamazoo, Mich., Oct.
would relieve their friends of the sus
think Mrs. Debs could get any one of
or
was
to
.vicuoiiam,
poutli
a boi,,,r ex0(J,.U n ow of the paper
trying
them for you at a moment's notice,"
picion that their honesty, like then
TYPEWRITERS.
leu mills John Lamb, a fireman,
was
manners, is off color It's foolish ic rope a call ins noise stumbled and nun
said Stephen Reynolds, biographer of
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. Nev?
on
was
some
the
how
horse
and
the
burned
by
escaping'
tl'iow away a reputation just to prove
firighlfully
Debs.
Ribbons, and sui
He was hurried to a hospi- platens furnished.
that another man isn't uonh r.peak- - when he came to himself. Meroney steam.
The hall and living rooms of the
sold,
plies.
Typewriters
at
least
says he was under the horse
tal, where it was stated that his burns and rented. Standard makesexchangee
ing to. Melrose Index.
Debs home are carpeted with soft
handled.
,1,1 ,.f,l,l,lv
he knew
lint T.vrivi, fat ii Wli.lt All
nr.,
before
an
hour
anything.
hiiUI.
,.r,.
green. Everywhere are books and here
uiiu tijiiti-iinivvir.
I11
b""'
lwiill
sevnot
was
His
bruised
and
head
has
the
caused
badly
EUG.
HAS FIRE
explosion
Ex- and there are autographed pictures of
Fe
Santa
anteed.
Typiwriter
was
done
was
his
over
skinned
head
Little
learned.
damage
That Questa has a firebug can nol eral places
231.
Phone
many prominent men. The furniture
change.
be gainsaid.
Some time after 12 and he was bruised all over his body. to the boiler room,
suggests comfort. Over the desk
o'clock on Saturday night fire was but no very serious injuries.
which Mrs. Debs uses there is a splen
Mexico.
ELECTION PROCLAMATION
Mr. Meroney says that the last he
discovered in the front door of the
This has
did picture of Mr. Debs.
DeRoy Wei h. of Hutton, New Mex:
Commission-of
Hoard
the
County
Epiinenio Rael's two slory business knew he was swinging his rope to By
been her comfort through many long
ico.
house on Front street. Some one had catch a calf. Just as he threw the ers of Santa Fe County, New Mexico, 'j W. T. Holmes, of Furmington,
hours when she has been alone in the
WHEREAS by Section 1, Chapter:
deliberately gathered pitch pine and rope his horse stumbled and the next
house while her husband traveled over
in the door, set it a lire, with he knew he was under his horse with 105, Laws of 1!l0!i. it is made the duty
it
piled
In
furtherance of the cause
the world
On motion of Commissioner Jiron
,hR Boards ot County Commission-anintention of destroying the building his arms around the horse's forelegs
to which he has dedicated his life.
ers of each county in the State of New the following persons weret appointed
lower room is used and holding to the bridln.
contents.
The
could
He
lie election
People say that Kate Debs believes
as a pool hall. The lire eat its way not let the horse get up without hurt- - Mexico, to proclaim the elections that as Judges of Election for
in socialism just as her husband does,
to
1912, and
be
November
held
5th,
counin
be
held
to
the respective
through the door and was entering ing him with his feet; be then began are
that she believes in her husband be!..! ti ,J fin- .....
Tlhi
tlin r,ilin( wlipn
llui iiiirnrisn nf vntinir fni' rntl- - the first one named in eacli precinct
...
.... iiuuu wig jui mil,, uin
ilinpnvin'cl
!.,. ui
hi
uiu
cause he is a socialist she believes in
to receive the Danoi
less is slight, but there is no doubt the nasture he could hardlvni,
be heard, didales for the different oilices and is '"'reby named
Clerk.
boxes
from
It, too. Don't for one moment think
the
s
as to the intent of the firebug.
so
do
to
ten
and
Bil More heard the cry and ran other matters,
days
Mrs. Debs Is easily swayed because
JUDGES.
don Cisneros and Luis Ortiz sustain to see what it could mean, she at before the election by public Procla-eshe does this. It Is because she thinks
Precinct No. 1. Encarnacion Sala-s.a- r
heavy loss by fire a lew days pre- once knew wlal m(j happened and mation and by publication in each of
of all men her husband is the strongy Trujillo, Antonio Romero y Val-devious. No property is safe with a Are-- :
rai, for her favorite horse which she the two leading newspapers published
est and the most worthy to be folEniiliano Roybal.
bug running loose. Questa Gazette,
mounted in the pasture, running him in each county; and,
lowed. She is a silent woman, but her
Precinct No. 2. Juan de Dios Do- to the house for Mr. More to sad-- :
WHEREAS, it is further made the
up
beautiful face grows eloquent with
LUCKY ESCAPE.
Santiago Martin, Timoteo
rile the horse.
In a short lime she duty of said Boards of County Coin-wa- s mingnez,
Mrs.
had
close
John
a
call
pride as she listens to him talk.
Griego
V.
Bryan
MRS.
Et'GENE
OF
to
THR LATEST AND BEST PHOTOGRAPH
give public notice of the
trying to relieve the suffering missioners
Ceferino Alarid,
Precinct No.
Yes, Mrs. Debs is a beautiful wolilt, lim'lun lint aH'nrtu uml'D nlllUPt nf ttlP pliPtinil tllP lifflrUllfl tO
ni'iii iVr,
DEBS, WIFE OF THE SOCIALIST CANDIDATE FOR PRESIDENT.
in the kitchen stove and poured on
man, with softly parted white hair and
uacu
y
vauuei
on.
he
in
juuu xjeiB"""
for
voted
nuentlnns
vntpri
hp
in
the
vain;
girl, although very
She does most of her some kerosene.
She says it proved
a complexion of youthful pink and as naught beside the companionship ."competence.
Precinct No. 4. Manuel Ortiz y
ctiviiiir pnnlH nnt lift thu hnrup nnrl tn ihp nnmpR of the candidates for each:
not
to be gasoline instead of kerosene, and
Manuel Ortiz
a ''' illCZ, Julian Grace
white that any girl might envy. Her and admiration of the great socialists own work, but says that she does
a s lip ksi mp n rp nil
ll
ul, nf tho anirl nffir-P...l ,v,,,o t
l,l,
mill
nn pYTilnslmi
tip wn!
countenance is as placid as though she leader. She would not change places': have lo cook when Mr. Debs is at tliprp
Kodriguez.
iii
file
office
of
Clerk
the
the
man.
She
across
County
then
jv
sped away
h n,i,u,i nnt nf "e
rrvprp,) with firo
had never passed through the fires ot with the woman who will occupy the! home, as cooking is his oiie fad.
Fabian Lopez, Can- rrecinci .o.
Recorder and the
for
t,rize
' Quickly and
Nestor
One evening a number of friends the house and got into a barrel ojthe count,'y
delario
Gallegos.
struggle, pain and almost universal White House next year. She feels'..
Romero,
which PvtinmiiHhPrt ti,P HMmPH returning, she lifted the horse and office address ol each of said candiTomas Narviaz,
Precinct No. (!.
popular condemnation.
Today Mr. that her husband, though defeated, is were being entertained at a neighbors. She
the
election
where
the
and
dates
himself
under
from
place
found the kitchen on fire and Meroney dragged
A.
and Mrs. Debs might visit any home in the greatest man and that she is more Mr. Debs walked over and immediately
horse. He is all right now with is to be held in each precinct in each Erineo Mares, J. 7. Carrillo.
Terre Haute and Its owner would feel blessed as his wife than in any other took charge of the kitchen. A short without aid put this out also.' She! the
Cesario Martinez,
No.
Precinct
the exception of a bruised face and! county; and,
was
honored, but it was not always so, position the world might give. No oire time afterward Mrs. Debs drove up in acrossbadly burned on both hands and
Rafael Granito, Manuel Lucero.
SecIs
U
WHEREAS,
by
sore.
required
the
but
the burns heing
abdomen,
and many times people have risen ever heard Mrs. Debs complain, but a friend's motor. She was exquisitely are
Precinct No. S. Juan N. Sandoval,
not so large as to be serious. Shej H was just a few days before this! tion 1, Chapter 105, Laws of 1909, that
from hotel tables where they have many times her husband has said: "I gowned and looked the picture of the exhibited
Roniulo
Chavez, Juan J. Silva.
in
be
inserted
daily
splendid nerve in the affair that Meroney s team ran away and the said notice
been, seated, as though they feared have- - never mnde any sacrifices for the great lady. She was laughingly taken land came out
Precinct No. 9. Teodoro Garcia,
to
the
times
six
day
were
Miss
off
who
More
newspapers,
headed
prior
very
luckily.
by
Lordsburg
All this has made cause, Kate has made the sacrifices. ' into the kitchen to be introduced to
contamination.
Fermin Gonzales.
Liberal.
upon seeing the team running, caught when the election is to be held, but j "eyes Roybal,
Mrs. Debs dresses simply. She has the cook.
Kate Debs draw within herself, and
"I know him well," she
ancnez.
10. Atuano
.o.
J'recmct
nub-Ib
;
no
newsnaner
dailv
wl,Pn
her horse and ran in ahead of them
therp
come handsome jewels given her by said, "not only as the best cook, but
live only for her husband.
A CLOSE CALL.
before they had gone much further.
lished in such county, such notice may ""'Ph Kinsell, F. A. Olmstead.
Pe- AH this, however, Mrs. Debs counts, her family, from which she inherited' a' the best man in all the world.'
Seven or eight workmen at the, Ros- - McDonald Record.
be inserted in weekly newspapers, in! Precinct No. 11. Juan Martinez,
two issues thereof, prior to the date dro Martinez, J. D. Hart.
Precinct No. iz. Margarito Chavez,
when the elect ion is to be held; and,
Sandoval, Eusebio Gonzales.
Eulogio
of
The
Board
County
THEREFORE,
'DE UARGAS"
Precinct No. 13. Luis A. Martinez.
Commissioners of Santa Fe County,
SHALL BE
New Mexico, in session held at Santa Ceferino Lucero, Gumecindo Garcia.
Precinct No. 14. Nicaclo Ortega.
Fe, on the 23rd day of October, A. D.
ITS NAME
J"a Naranjo, Eulogio Martinez.
1912, have ordered as follows,
Precinct No. 13. Moises 1'ena, Jose
That the object of the election
So
De Vargas shall be its name!
is to he held on the r.th day of 'Ramon Quintana, Jose Hilario
which
says Miss Agnes C. Laut, noted
A. D. 1912, as already pro- - 'as.
writer and author, who has been
Precinct No. 10. Kpifanio Atencio,
claimed
by the Governor of the;
asked to christen the Palace hotel
to elect one Representative Pedro Valdes, Juan Ant. Valdes.
is
State,
when it takes a baptism of pebble-dasPrecinct No. 17. Jose Ma. Garcia,
in Congress and three Presidential!
and is confirmed in the Spanish rite
Asencion
!
to
Silva, Eustaouio Padilla.
on
a
and
Electors
also
propos-vote,
Here is a letter from
of architecture.
Precinct No. IS. San tana Ilerrera,
to the Constitution, as
ed
amendment
of
of
chamber
the
Secretary Harris,
provided by Joint Resolution Num- - Donaciano Garcia, C. O. Harrison,
commerce, which speaks for itsell :
Precinct No. 19. Antonio Garcia y
ber (!, passed by the First State Legis-- j
"New Mexico Realty and Live Stock
lature and filed in the office of the j Armijo, Felix Salinas, Agustin
Company,
,
of State, as approved, on tcya.
"Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Precinct No. 20. Jesus .Ala. Baca,
the 29th day of May, A. D. 1912.
"Gentlemen:
'
Also for the purpose of voting ou a Anastacio Mora, Con Sullivan,
"Relative to our conversation about
Precinct No. 21. Ely Parker, Miguel
of the Palace hotel, 1
the
proposed "State Highway Bond Issue
of ?30l),000," as provided by Chapter Pi"". Reva Williams.
take pleasure In quoting in part from
Precinct No. 22. Pedro Nolasco
58 of the Acts of the First State Leg-- !
a letter received by Dr. Edgar L
Hewett from Miss Agnes C. Laut,
Assembly, approved June mero, Donaciano Ortiz, Julian Ortiz.
Precinct No. 23. Nicolas Jimenez,
10th, A. D. 1912.
jthe noted magazine writer. Miss Laut
The names of the candidates for! Julian Tienavidez, Policiano Ortiz,
says :
Precinct No. 24. Guadalupe Mon-oeach of the said offices to be voted for
"Afteij very careful thought, I do
the 5th day of November, A. D. toya, Estanislao Sandoval, Julian
not believe any better name could be
as the same are on file in the ' cia.
found for the hotel than 'DeVargas.'
The election is hereby ordered to
ollice of the County Clerk and
It would denote the most historic
era and the most heroic figure of
ficio Recorder of Santa Fe County, be held in the different precincts as
New Mexico, and the postofflce ad- follows,
Spanish regime; and it will be worth
PLACE.
much for Santa Fe to preserve her
dress of each of said candidates is as
own peculiar style."
Precinct No. ' 1. District No. 1
follows,
School House.
REPUBLICAN TICKET.
is taking the place of coffee in thousands
This new food-drin- k
LIVELY FIGHT.
Precinct No. 2.
District No. 2
For Representative in the 03rd ConSchool House.
Cumberland, Md Oct. 28. A battle
gress of the United States:
of homes the country over.
between a large bull and a catamount
Precinct No. 3. House of Victor
Nathan Jaffa, of Roswell, New
took place in the barnyard of Sand-for- d
Garcia, "Canon Road."
Precinct No. i. Justice of the
Rice, on Nicholas mountain, in
For Presidential Electors:
BAKING POWDER
this county. A farmhand saw the catLevi A. Hughes, of Santa Fe, New Peace Office.
"
amount spring on the back of the bull,
Precinct No.
District No. 5
Mexico.
Many persons realize vaguely that coffee is injurious, but think they cannot
Into the
and
its
claws
School
teeth
House.
New
Eufracio
of
sinking
Gallegos,
the
Gallegos,
Best because it's
'
give it up.
animal's neck. Twice in 10 minutes
Precinct No. C. House of Bonifacio
Mexico.
and
his
assailant
the bull shook off
Matt Fowler, of Silver City, New Narvaez.
purest. Best because
Such will find the breakfast cup just as hot, snappy and comforting when
Precinct No. 7 House of Rafael
Mexico.
ripped its breast with his horns.
it never fails. Best
they shift to
Granito.
DEMOCRATIC TICKET.
The noise of the combat attracted a
because it makes every
Precinct No. S. School House.
residents. Both
For Representative in the G3rd Con- number of near-bPrecinct No. 9, District
No. 9
of
States:
the
United
animals were bleeding when Rice at
and
gress
bakinglight, fluffy
B. Fergusson, of Albuquer-- ! School House.
an opportune moment, shot the cataHarvey
Best
'
evenly raised.
Precinct No. in. Real Estate Of- mount. Its body was brought here. It
quo, New Mexico.
flee of Mr. H. C. Kinsell.
For Presidential Electors:
because it is moderweighed 30 pounds and measured over
E. C. de Baca, of East Las Vegas,
Precinct No. 11. District No. 11
four feet.
ate in cost highest in
School House.
New Mexico.
It is regular Postum in concentrated forn nothing added.
Precinct No. 12. District No. 12
J. H. Latham, of Lake Valley,
BEAR INSTEAD OF WOLF.
quality.
School House.
'
At your grocers.
Precinct No. 13. W. M. Taber's
it
G. V. Braselton did not think
Samuel D. Stennis, Jr., of Carlsbad,
Store.
New Mexico.
was trouble when he crept around to
Precinct No. 14. School House.
PROGRESSIVE TICKET.
look in his big wolf trap set while on
Made by stirring a level teatpoonf ul of the powder ( more or less for strength
RECEIVED
Precinct No. 13. School House.
For Representative in the C3rd Cona hunting expedition up Lucero canHIGHEST
Precinct No. 16. School House.
gress of the United States:
yon. What was his surprise to find a
desired ) in a cup of hot water and adding sugar and cream to taste.
Precinct No. 17. Fred Lopez's Hall.
AWARDS
200 pound baby in the shape of a cub
Marcos C. de Baca, of Bernalillo,
If coffee has affected you unpleasantly, wouldn't common sense suggest
Precinct No. 18.
New Mexico.
Donaciano
bear, caught only by Its three toes.
World's Pure Food Expo.
cia's.
For Presidential Electors:
a fine specimen of
to
It
be
I1L
to
return
The
health
proved
Instant
on
it?
can
be
hastened
Postum,
Chicago,
tition,
by taking
quitting
Precinct No. 19.
Elmer E. Studley, of Raton,
Store.
Cinnamon bear all dressed in its win
Paris Exposition, Franca.
which is absolutely free from caffeine, the harmful drug in coffee.
Precinct No. 20. School House.
ter fur. Mr. Braselton brought its
Marti.. 1912.
Precinct No. 21: School House.
Dora Frazier Thomas, of Roswell.
pelt to Taos Monday morning. A
Precinct No. 22. School District No.
New Mexico.
crowd soon gathered about the little
burro who for the moment was masi
Precinct No. 23. School House.
Mexico.
Tj
querading in the bear's outfit on the
Yea Jon '! saoc money when you lay
Precinct No. 24 Guadalupe Mon- TICKET.
SOCIALIST
5D-cu- p
old
hide
a
will
This
make
100-cuis
p
sold
plaza.
Postum
Instant
tin, 50c.
by grocers.
tin, 30c ;
n
boding powder. Don I
For Representative in the C3rd Con-- toya House,
cheap or
beautiful rug with its perfect head,
The Board then adjourned until
be misled. Buy Calumet
li's mors
Send 2c stamp, to cover postage, for
free sample.
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